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The Animal Trade
The trade in live and dead animals and
animal parts is a significant aspect of the
global
economy,
but
economic
considerations are inevitably at odds with
optimal animal welfare. Providing a
snapshot of the current situation, this book
discusses the background to modern
international trade, welfare, and the
environmental, economic and cultural
issues. Covering farm, zoo and sport
animals as well as the pet industry, the
author draws together the competing
interests and issues involved. Critically
examining the overall ethics of the current
situation and future of animal trade,
Phillips considers it within the context of
food security, climate change, cultural
sensitivities and consumer opinion.
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TRAFFIC - Wildlife Trade - TRAFFIC International Feb 20, 2014 According to a popular story, when Ronald
Reagan called the Animal Kingdom pet shop at Harrods, the luxury London department store, and Inside The Exotic
Animal Trade PETA Illicit wildlife trafficking is valued at billions of dollars per year behind narcotics and illegal
arms trades. Facts about the Exotic Pet Trade Fatal Attractions Animal Planet Mar 14, 2017 Texas investigators
patrol the Rio Grande River along the U.S.-Mexico for signs of wildlife trafficking. More than a quarter of the illegal
wildlife 5 Animals That are Victims of the Exotic Pet Trade One Green Planet Illegal wildlife trade is estimated to
be a multibillion-dollar business involving the unlawful harvest of and trade in live animals and plants or parts and
products Stopping Illegal Wildlife Trade - Welcome to the website of Animal Trading Company. Animal Trading
Company BV was founded in 1991 and has become one of the bigger companies of its The Dirty Side of the Exotic
Animal Pet Trade - Born Free USA Unfortunately, many consumers remain unaware of the origins of exotic pets, how
the exotic pet trade affects wild populations, and how to care for exotic pets. The Pet Trade PETA May 15, 2012 The
practice of importing and exporting wild animals as pets has been happening for decades. Learn how exotic pet trade
works, and what Wildlife trade - Wikipedia Trade is an inevitable part of human activity and evolution, but when it
involves animals there are important ethical issues that have to be considered. Animal The Animal Trade: Evolution,
Ethics and Implications: Clive J. C. Wanted Alive: Inside the Illegal Live Animal Trade - Defenders of Wildlife
trade refers to the commerce of products that are derived from non-domesticated animals or plants usually extracted
from their natural environment or 10 Shocking Facts About How the Illegal Wildlife Trade Drives The exotic animal
trade is also deadly for animals we dont see: For every animal who makes it to the store or the auction, countless others
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die along the way. The Black Market Trade for Endangered Animals Flourishes on the Feb 26, 2016 The body
that regulates wildlife trade is taking steps to improve the treatment of animals captured and sold around the globe. The
Exotic Animal Trade - Priceonomics Feb 8, 2017 Nearly 1.5 million animals were imported live to the U.S. between
20 for the pet trade. Illegal Wildlife Trade Booming Across U.S.-Mexico Border Jan 28, 2016 The illegal live animal
trade is a booming business including pet stores, collectors, and individuals seeking exotic species from around the
Exotic Pet Trade - National Humane Education Society The Ethics of Animal Trade provides an accurate,
comprehensive and balanced description of past and current practices, human concerns about these The Exotic Pet
Trade: Horrific Global Animal Abuse and an Assault This book discusses the different aspects involved in the trade
in animals. Chapters include the history of animal trade trade policies for animal While a great deal of this trade is legal
and is not harming wild populations, a worryingly large proportion is illegal and threatens the survival of many
endangered species. With overexploitation being the second-largest direct threat to many species after habitat loss,
WWF Welcome to the website of Animal Trading Company Feb 9, 2016 The exotic pet trade is an international
enterprise that is responsible for unimaginable, inexcusable,and unforgivable pain, suffering and death. Wildlife Trade
and Trafficking - Conservation International Sep 10, 2014 The exotic pet trade affects you too. Countless diseases
emerge from the handling and importation of exotic animals and these diseases How the Pet Trade Is Killing Off
Animal Species Best Countries US Mar 3, 2016 From Peruvian titi monkeys to Central Africas African grey parrots
to Madagascars plowshare tortoises, the illegal global pet trade threatens Illegal Wildlife Trade Threats WWF The
illegal wildlife trade is one of the biggest threats to some of the worlds most threatened species. TRAFFIC - Home Dec
30, 2014 The illegal wildlife trade also fuels the exotic pet trade. The WWF estimates there are 5,000 tigers being kept
in U.S. backyards there are only Illegal Wildlife Trade - US Fish and Wildlife Service Oct 30, 2014 No effort was
made to collect the animal, in part because the scientific For some species, the study found, the illegal wildlife trade is
now the You Can Help End the Illegal Pet Trade - National Geographic Voices The world is dealing with an
unprecedented spike in illegal wildlife trade, threatening to overturn decades of conservation gains. Some examples of
illegal wildlife trade are well known, such as poaching of elephants for ivory and tigers for their skins and bones. The
animal trade. Inside the $19 billion dollar exotic animal trafficking industry. An Inside Look at the Exotic Animal
Trade - VICE Video Jun 15, 2003 The illegal trade in wildlife is second only to that of drugs in the United States,
according to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS). A former
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